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Tabled by:  EGP Committee 1	
 2	
Our European Union: ENGAGING FOR A DEMOCRATIC AND UNITED EUROPE 3	
 4	

“Determined to lay the foundations of an ever-closer union among the peoples 5	
of Europe, resolved to ensure the economic and social progress of their 6	
countries by common action to eliminate barriers which divide Europe, (…)” 7	

Preamble of the Treaty of Rome, establishing the EEC, 1957 8	
 9	
 10	

1. We need to change the course of the EU in order to make it live up to its promises to 11	
citizens. The next elections in 2019 represent a crucial step in the still undecided battle 12	
on the future of Europe. Greens intend to play a role in defining it: only those who love 13	
Europe can change it for the better.  14	
 15	

2. Over the last two years, so-called Euroscepticism has peaked in quite a few Member 16	
States. The way in which the EU governments and institutions managed the economic 17	
and financial crisis over the last decade, Brexit, growing challenges to the rule of law 18	
and democracy in Poland and Hungary, the failure of the reallocation of migrants, the 19	
marginal role in the bloody and intractable conflicts at our borders, the exposed 20	
inadequacy of EU policies and its functioning EU have contributed significantly to 21	
alienating many citizens. The lack of an imminent threat to its very existence does not 22	
mean that the EU is presently capable of dealing with citizens’ expectations and needs. 23	
Member States are very divided over policies and objectives; reciprocal vetoes and an 24	
increasing deterioration in the authority of common institutions and rules do affect the 25	
credibility of the EU as a space of rule of law, solidarity, economic transformation and 26	
investment. 27	

 28	
3. For European Greens, Europe is more than a free market or an institutional 29	

construction. It represents the space where our objective to change the world and to 30	
make it ecologically and socially just and sustainable can be achieved on a sufficient 31	
scale. Democracy, solidarity, openness, freedom, tolerance, equality in diversity and 32	
respect for the rule of law cannot remain within national borders; nor can solutions to 33	
global challenges like climate change and migration. And mass unemployment, 34	
precariousness, rising xenophobia and inequality also need a common framework and 35	
explicit solidarity tools to be addressed at the national and local level. Cruel conflicts 36	
and wars in areas at our immediate borders require a unified, authoritative, effective 37	
EU foreign and cooperation policy, which can ease poverty and facilitate peace, as well 38	
as a close cooperation of intelligence and security services that would be able to 39	
prevent, counter and eradicate terrorism. We are aware that to reach these goals we 40	
need to change the political direction and the way in which the EU functions; and that 41	
we need to create an appetite and a consensus for such changes. To this end, we want 42	
to engage with the following priorities: 43	

 44	
 45	

DEFENDING HUMAN RIGHTS, SOCIAL COHESION, RESPECTING DIVERSITY AND 46	
RULE OF LAW MUST REMAIN AT THE HEART OF THE EUROPEAN PROJECT 47	
 48	

4. One of the basic criteria for joining the EU is respect of the rule of law and of human 49	
and political rights, the fight against corruption, press freedom, proper 50	
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administration and a workable separation of powers. This has been one of the EU’s 51	
most important achievements and one of the key assets for its credibility in the 52	
international arena. However, over the last few years, these aspects which we consider 53	
fundamental for the European identity are under pressure; worse, the willingness and 54	
ability of the EU Member States to defend them within and outside the EU seem to 55	
have weakened substantially.  56	
 57	

5. We consider that if the EU is to sustain support and legitimacy among its citizens, it 58	
needs more effective instruments for securing our core principles and the rule of law 59	
within the EU; an EU internal human rights strategy should help identify problems in 60	
this area in a structural, more streamlined way, to develop actions and organise a 61	
proper follow-up. To this end, European Greens consider that the EU must accelerate 62	
its planned accession to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and 63	
oppose attempts by national governments to undermine the European Court of Human 64	
Rights. Furthermore, we have to go beyond a procedure that simply foresees a very 65	
cumbersome and virtually inapplicable procedure of vote suspension (art.7): we need 66	
a binding and comprehensive mechanism to regularly monitor the state of democracy, 67	
the rule of law and fundamental rights in all EU Member States, as well as a system of 68	
political dialogue and swift intervention in case of violation of art. 2, measures of 69	
support by civil society and, if necessary, adequate sanctions.  70	

 71	
6. The scope of the Charter of Fundamental Rights is too narrow and its capacity to 72	

effectively defend individual citizens and residents is very limited. European Greens 73	
consider the European Charter of Fundamental Rights must be directly applicable in 74	
all areas and in all Member States and must also apply to non-citizens; access to the 75	
Court of Justice for legal and natural persons directly affected by a violation of an EU 76	
Member State or EU institution must be ensured. 77	

 78	
7. The right to live in peace and to enjoy decent living conditions is not only for European 79	

citizens; in recent years, national policies on migration and asylum have often violated 80	
international obligations, were not able to prevent the death of thousands of migrants 81	
at sea or to alleviate their unacceptable conditions outside the EU and, often, within 82	
the EU. Moreover, the unsatisfactory implementation of EU decisions on reallocating 83	
refugees provoked bitter resentment and further divisions among EU countries; the 84	
enormous disproportion between resources and efforts allocated to keeping migrants 85	
as well as refugees outside our borders, in contrast to those allocated to positive 86	
policies of integration and poverty alleviation, has failed to ensure the safety and well-87	
being of both migrants and less-fortunate EU citizens within the EU.  88	

 89	
8. The current EU Treaties and legislation must be addressed to allow for the 90	

establishment of a genuine legal migration system, because the current framework 91	
does not provide a sufficient space and competence for a common, balanced 92	
approach to this increasingly controversial issue; 93	

 94	
9. The EU migration system must be in synergy with its foreign aid and its foreign policy, 95	

and aim at harmonising national criteria for effective, permanent and fair 96	
mechanisms of reallocation through a reform of the existing Dublin Regulation, 97	
family reunions and access to the labour market, including low- and medium-wage 98	
sectors. The EP must be able to exert democratic scrutiny on the implementation of 99	
border controls, both formal and informal agreements with third countries (including 100	
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cooperation on readmission and return), asylum and migration policies; the 101	
safeguarding of national security cannot be used as a pretext for stopping European 102	
action.  103	

 104	
A FUNCTIONING DEMOCRACY AT EU LEVEL IS KEY FOR CITIZENS  105	

10. Citizens must be able to see that they can determine decisions taken at the EU level: 106	
the EU institutional framework must develop further into a supranational democracy 107	
in which public decisions are taken in a transparent way by elected and politically 108	
accountable representatives, not compromised by conflict of interests or abusive 109	
lobbying activities: an EU that is able to deliver and is accessible to its citizens. 110	
 111	

11. Indispensable conditions to reach this goal are to reverse the current trend to 112	
renationalise EU competences, marginalise the EP and to make sure that important 113	
reforms towards more solidarity and integration are not blocked by a minority in the 114	
Council: conditions to overcome the unanimity vote must be created by resorting 115	
systematically to the normal legislative procedure and a simplified enhanced 116	
cooperation procedure. The EP must have the power to initiate legislation and to fully 117	
exert its co-decision and scrutiny rights in all areas and notably on issues of economic 118	
governance, migration, tax, budget, foreign policy and security issues.  119	

12. Furthermore, positions defended by Member States representatives in the Council 120	
must be made public so that the citizens, media and civil society know what position 121	
their government has taken on their behalf at the EU level and to enable national 122	
parliaments to enhance their scrutiny of EU decision-making.  123	
 124	

13. European Greens welcomed the European Citizens Initiative introduced by the Lisbon 125	
Treaty: but its promises of a formalised and direct participation in the decision-making 126	
process has never materialised satisfactorily, due to bureaucratic hurdles, 127	
administrative burdens and poor political reaction from the Commission. European 128	
Greens intend to play an active role in the forthcoming review of the ECI regulation in 129	
order to ensure that procedures are simplified, that it is possible for citizens to 130	
propose a reform of the Treaties and that a real political follow-up is accorded to 131	
those ECIs securing a million signatures.  132	

 133	
THE GREEN TRANSFORMATION OF SOCIETY AND THE ECONOMY, WITH 134	
SUSTAINABILITY AND JUST TRANSITION AT ITS CORE, NEEDS A EUROPEAN 135	
ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND FISCAL UNION, AND ADEQUATE AND SUSTAINABLE 136	
FINANCIAL RESOURCES  137	

 138	
14. The EU must reorientate its actions and resources towards sustainability, green jobs, 139	

social justice and sustainable public finances. It must be enabled to take decisions in 140	
this direction, steering away from the inconclusive summits and empty consensus on 141	
ineffective measures. 142	

 143	
15. European Greens strive for a green European investment strategy and green 144	

industrial policy, promoting resource and energy efficiency, the digitalisation of 145	
industry and new industrial production technologies, whilst also safeguarding social 146	
justice. The EU should be given the tools and resources to finally meet its responsibility 147	
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to tackle the global climate crisis and fossil fuel addiction, focusing on a circular 148	
economy and digitisation which would benefit everyone and ensure a just transition. 149	
We want a CAP linked to ecological criteria and strict ecological and social standards 150	
for products and resources brought to the European market.  151	

 152	
16. Climate change is one of the key global challenges facing the EU and the world; today, 153	

the EU is not in line with the full implementation of the Paris Agreement and the 154	
adaptation of its binding EU climate targets and actions. We need to organise and 155	
enhance tools, policies and resources to establish a genuine Energy Union. European 156	
Greens support the need for a common energy policy based on the development of 157	
renewable energies and energy efficiency to be incorporated into the Treaties as a 158	
prime objective for both the Union and the Member States. European Greens also 159	
support the reform of the Gas Directive.  160	

 161	
17. A substantially more ambitious EU budget is needed, funded increasingly by own 162	

resources co-decided by the European Parliament, enabling partial relief at the level 163	
of Member States’ contributions and substantially enhancing EU budgetary capacity. 164	
The budget must also be complemented through project bonds to finance projects of 165	
general interest, such as a pan-European renewable energy infrastructure and to 166	
support structural ‘green’ changes.  167	

18. To this end, a comprehensive European tax strategy is necessary. An EU-wide 168	
consolidated corporate tax and financial transaction tax must be established. Indeed, 169	
an EU tax strategy to finance sustainable policies would enhance the feeling of 170	
belonging to the EU, by improving European citizens’ living conditions, pushing 171	
corporations to contribute to the general interest, preventing social dumping, tax 172	
avoidance and evasion and unfair tax competition between Member States. Tools 173	
backed by the enhanced budget could also include a common unemployment 174	
reinsurance scheme to take the strain off national schemes in a crisis. Significant 175	
progress must also be achieved in the fields of carbon tax, taxation of natural resource 176	
use and pollution and corporate taxation, as well as in the fight against tax fraud and 177	
evasion. Indeed, transition to a carbon-free economy would be greatly facilitated by a 178	
carbon tax, to ensure the necessary changes in production models, to avoid carbon 179	
leakages and to enhance EU budget capacity. 180	

 181	
EURO-ZONE REFORM: FOR A FUNCTIONING EUROPEAN MONETARY AND ECONOMIC 182	
UNION 183	

 184	
19. After Brexit, the eurozone will represent 85% of the EU-27 GDP and 340 million citizens. 185	

All but two of the remaining Member States that have not yet joined the single currency 186	
are due to join the eurozone. Our proposals regarding the future of the EMU apply to 187	
the eurozone+: countries which have already adopted the euro as well as those that 188	
are obliged to do so in future. An EMU ‘à la carte’ is not an option.  189	

 190	
20. Important political and institutional changes are necessary to make wealth 191	

redistribution possible and the monetary union work for all, to better fight social and 192	
economic injustices, to invest in ecological transition, education, public services, to 193	
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fund civil society organisations, to ensure that digital cooperation effectively pay taxes, 194	
to guarantee minimum converging social standards and to ensure that this is done 195	
democratically.  196	

 197	
21. European Greens are convinced that the eurozone must have a fiscal capacity which 198	

is also open to non-eurozone Member States; its members must be able to resort to 199	
coordination and solidarity mechanisms both for avoiding crises and for mitigating 200	
their effects. On the other hand, we oppose the creation of new ‘eurozone-members 201	
only’ institutions: the Commission, Parliament and the Court of Justice are EU 202	
institutions and cannot be subdivided or replicated, although we support the 203	
establishment of a special committee for the eurozone inside the EP. 204	

 205	
22. Economic governance rules must be modified to make the social and environmental 206	

objectives agreed at the EU level and in relation to international commitments (SDGs, 207	
Paris Agreement) more binding. This means putting them on an equal footing with the 208	
budgetary targets of the Stability and Growth Pact. On the other hand, this Pact must 209	
be complemented by an ‘EMU sustainability and prosperity pact’. This text should 210	
define social, economic and environmental multi-annual targets on the basis of 211	
indicators beyond merely GDP for EMU and its Member States. 212	

 213	
23. Economic and fiscal policy set at the European level must be co-decided by the EP 214	

and take into account the view of social partners. To do so, the intergovernmental 215	
structures of the eurozone, such as the ESM, must be profoundly reformed and 216	
become fully accountable to the EP. In addition, the Eurogroup must become an 217	
ordinary body of the Council of Ministers. This includes voting procedures, publication 218	
of minutes, results and explanations of votes; its deliberations should be made public. 219	

 220	
24. To address the persistent threat to EMU stability posed by systemic banks, banking 221	

activities crucial to the real economy must be strictly separated from trading-related 222	
activities. The Banking Union must be completed with a workable EU deposit 223	
insurance scheme and a fund to act as a common fiscal backstop must be established 224	
to ensure that, if the Banking Union fails to contain losses, there is a buffer to avoid 225	
disorderly recourse to taxpayers’ money. 226	
 227	

25. It is essential to give the new mechanisms adequate financial muscle. The ECB 228	
statutes must be revised to allow it to act as a last-resort lender for Member States 229	
and provide temporary relief from crises in government bond markets, thereby buying 230	
time for an orderly response. 231	

 232	
 233	

EU’S ROLE IN A TROUBLED WORLD 234	
 235	

26. The EU's agenda for international development should be closely linked to the UN's 236	
Sustainable Development Goals and ensure the necessary means to achieve those 237	
goals by 2030.  238	
 239	

27. Deeper and better cooperation in the defence sector is needed to support, when 240	
appropriate, a common foreign policy oriented to maintain peace and enhance human 241	
rights. It is important that if defence cooperation increases both at the EU level and 242	
among its Member States, parliamentary oversight is also reinforced, at both the 243	
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national and European level, as well as a European arms control policy, including 244	
sanctions for those Member States that circumvent the rules of the common export 245	
regime.  246	

 247	
28. Greens want to significantly strengthen civilian crisis management, civilian conflict-248	

prevention instruments and budgets to redress the imbalance between low EU 249	
commitments regarding civilian approaches and, on the other hand, fast-growing 250	
defence initiatives such as CBSD (Capacity Building in support of Security and 251	
Development), and the European Defence Fund. The relevant financial allocations and 252	
regulatory structures in the next EU multiannual financial framework (MFF) 2021-2027 253	
should send a clear message that the EU as a civilian power is being strengthened. For 254	
us, this means a reinforced and purely civilian Instrument for Stability and Peace (IcSP) 255	
with a budget for civilian conflict prevention.  256	
 257	
 258	

MULTIPLE SPEEDS, ONE DIRECTION: THE PATH TO AN EVER-CLOSER UNION 259	
 260	

29. In recent months, several proposals have been presented by the European Parliament, 261	
the Commission, national governments, think-tanks and civil society organisations to 262	
deal with the thorny and urgent issue of ‘reforming’ the EU. However, they have all been 263	
confronted with the fact that any relevant reform, no matter whether it is 264	
comprehensive or partial, needs to be adopted by consensus in negotiations behind 265	
closed doors among national governments and through a process which currently 266	
marginalises directly elected representatives at all levels and excludes civil society. 267	

 268	
30. In the same way, the increasing difficulty to find common ground and an interest to 269	

act together among EU governments, even on issues which are of direct EU 270	
competence, is one of the main reasons why there is little or no progress in most of 271	
the areas where citizens expect the EU to act: tax justice and fiscal policy; climate; 272	
investments and employment; migration; budgetary issues; respect of human rights 273	
and rule of law within the EU; security and the fight against terrorism. Discussions on 274	
the possibility of organising different speeds of integration within the EU stems 275	
directly from the need to overcome these multiple impasses.  276	

 277	
31. European Greens are convinced of the importance of keeping the EU together in the 278	

same institutional framework and of the possibility to improve the current procedure 279	
of enhanced cooperation, whilst preserving the role of the Parliament, the Commission 280	
and the Court of Justice.  281	

 282	
32. But this will not be enough: the inability to deliver on the long-promised financial 283	

transaction tax can serve as an example of the need to address current divisions on 284	
the goal and nature of EU integration. Such a choice should not be based on current 285	
membership of the eurozone, or on the readiness to be submitted to strict financial 286	
and economic stability criteria, but on the explicit willingness to share sovereignty and 287	
resources in matters of common interest through common institutions and on the 288	
commitment to realise “an ever-closer Union”.  289	

 290	
33. This process will not succeed if it is left in the hands of national governments alone. 291	

In this respect, we welcome recent efforts, notably by President Macron, to organise 292	
public debates and consultations on the challenges facing the EU, although we deplore 293	
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that they do not seem directed at involving citizens concretely in defining the future of 294	
the EU. They risk remaining as ‘talking shops’, since in their current mandate it is 295	
explicitly excluded that they represent a step in the possible reform process, which is 296	
intended to stay strictly in governments’ hands.  297	

 298	
34. European Greens are convinced instead that any deepening of integration has to be 299	

accompanied by a radical change of priorities and resources towards policies aimed 300	
at creating quality jobs and adequate social protection, sharing the burden of 301	
migration, but also by a larger role for citizens and their representatives, both at the 302	
national and European level and in overcoming national vetoes in shaping the EU’s 303	
future.   304	

 305	
35. The procedure to change the Treaty must be profoundly altered: no more 306	

intergovernmental conferences acting behind closed doors, being forced to reach a 307	
unanimous consensus. Rather, we support the convening of a parliamentary 308	
Convention open to contributions from civil society, or an elected Constituent 309	
Assembly, convened on the basis of a mandate co-decided by the EP and the 310	
representatives of the Member States acting by qualified majority. The final decision 311	
should be taken by the double majority of EU citizens through an EU-wide referendum 312	
and an enhanced majority of Member State governments.  313	

 314	
36. Brexit negotiations should aim to keep the closest possible ties between the United 315	

Kingdom and the EU. Furthermore, the EGP calls on all EU institutions to ensure that 316	
there will not be a return to a hard border between Northern Ireland and the Republic 317	
of Ireland as a result of the Brexit negotiations with the UK; and it supports, if 318	
necessary, the granting of a special status within the single market to Northern 319	
Ireland. In the UK, young people voted overwhelmingly in favour of remaining in the EU 320	
and there is a growing consensus among today’s youth across Europe for the EU to 321	
play a more active role.   322	

 323	
37. The future of Europe must be more sustainable, democratic and united and the Greens 324	

will do everything they can to ensure this is played out in the upcoming 2019 elections. 325	


